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Canadian Existing Home Sales — April

April Showers Make Home Buyers Cower
Douglas Porter, CFA, Chief Economist • douglas.porter@bmo.com • 416-359-4887

Canadian existing home sales fell 2.9% in April from the prior month (seasonally
adjusted), bringing the 12-month cumulative decline to 13.9% y/y from last spring’s
piping hot levels. Sales are also now down a whopping 21.7% in adjusted terms from
the record high just this past December, right before the new mortgage rules kicked
in. Compounding the slide has been the back-up in borrowing costs, and April’s tally
was also likely dampened by particularly miserable weather (e.g. a mid-month ice
storm in Central Canada). But we can’t pin the underlying declining trend across much of
the country on Mother Nature, with sales now down by 15% in the first four months of
2018 from last year’s super-charged levels.
Notably, the sag in April sales was accompanied by an even bigger pullback in new
listings (-4.8% m/m, s.a.), in a sign that potential sellers are unimpressed with the prices on
offer. Still, new listings have dropped by less than sales over the past year, loosening the
market significantly—especially in Toronto and the surrounding cities. Looking at the
adjusted level of sales to new listings shows a middle-of-the-road reading nationally of
53.7% (a “normal” range is considered to be roughly 40%-to-60%; anything above is
typically a seller’s market, below a buyer’s market). But there is a huge spread from top to
bottom, with Calgary, Saskatoon and Newfoundland all reporting ratios below 40%. At the
other end of the spectrum, Ottawa, Montreal, Victoria and Southwestern Ontario remain
strong at well above 60%. Meantime, both Vancouver and Toronto are in the lower end of
the normal band, after previously flaring far above the top end in recent years.
The mixed picture naturally extends to prices. Headline prices were on the soft side of
expectations for the national figures. The average transaction price fell heavily, dropping
11.3% y/y. But we would hasten to add that this stat is almost meaningless, as only 2 of the
26 reporting cities had prices drop by this much
(Toronto and Thunder Bay). The average price was
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On balance, the results are a bit softer than
expected and suggest that the market overall is still
adapting to new regulations and higher rates, as well
as various provincial measures. With longer-term
bond yields still grinding higher yet, don’t look for a
quick turn in the market anytime soon. That’s the
national story, but of course there is quite a variety
of regional differences. Digging in…
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Toronto was arguably the softest market in the country in April, especially compared with
the red-hot conditions of a year ago. Not only were sales down a honking 33% y/y (the
second biggest drop among the 26 cities), but the average transactions price saw a nasty —
and country-leading—12.6% y/y drop. The latter was biased lower by the shift away from
pricier detached homes to condos, but even the HPI (which adjusts for a change in mix and
quality) reported a 5.2% y/y drop. The good news for prices is that the latter has stabilized
recently and even edged up 2.5% in the past six months. But that’s a long, long way from
the 30% gains of just a year ago. Of course, a big story in Toronto is the extreme split
between detached homes (where prices are down 10% y/y) and condos (where prices are up
10% y/y). Note that with these moves, condo prices are now up by as much as detached
homes over the past dozen years (both up by just over 7% annualized)—that simply wasn’t
“supposed” to happen, given densification and the shortage of single-detached homes
alongside the surge in condo construction.
Vancouver is also seeing a sharp distinction between its condo market and detached
homes, but in this case prices are still up for both. While single-family homes are up a
moderate 5% y/y, condo apartment prices have jumped almost 24%. However, both are
showing some signs of fatigue, with each cooling from even loftier gains earlier this year.
And, given the 27% y/y droop in April sales volumes and a sales-to-new listings ratio now
far from buyer’s terrain, look for some further cooling in price gains ahead. That’s
especially so with the B.C. government adding new layers to cool the high end of the
market (higher and extended foreign buyers’ tax, speculation tax on vacant homes, etc.).
At the other end of the spectrum, Montreal and Ottawa remain among the strongest
markets in the country. Bolstered by solid underlying economies, and largely
unencumbered by provincial measures, these markets remain robust. In April, both saw
sales gains of roughly 7% y/y, and roughly like-sized gains in the HPI (Ottawa a bit higher,
Montreal a touch lower).
While the Prairies generally remain ice cold, that may soon begin to shift, especially with
oil prices suddenly on a roll. Note that Western Canada Select, for example, has bounced
almost 60% higher in Canadian dollar terms in just the past two months alone, hitting its
highest level since November 2014 at over C$70/bbl. Still, Calgary sales were down 20.8%
y/y last month, and prices dipped slightly from a year ago. Edmonton and Regina also both
recorded price and sales drops from a year ago, while Saskatoon also saw prices drop
almost 5%. We’ll be watching the next couple months very closely to see if the rebound in
crude provides any relief; it most probably will.
We would be remiss if we didn’t point out that while much of the country is dealing with a
considerably cooler housing market this year, that hasn’t been the case for the provinces of
Quebec and Nova Scotia, where both sales and prices have posted solid gains so far in
2018.
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